
Competent

Sustainable

Groundbreaking

EVOdrink - 
THE water filter  
for every kitchen
Swiss mountain spring water 
directly from your tap.
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The benefits
Much better taste

No need for electricity or waste water

High flow rate

Quick and effortless filter  
replacement

No need for a separate  
or special tap

Limitless access at any time  
directly from the tap

Der EVOdrink eliminiert...

>99% Micro plastics>99% Bacteria & viruses

>99% Heavy metals >99% Chlorine >99% Drug residues

Plastic pack

 + Plastic housing (BPA free)
 + Filter for pollutants
 + EVOcharge

790 CHF

Stainless steel pack

 + V2A stainless steel housing
 + Filter for pollutants
 + EVOcharge

990 CHF

Refill kit: 139 CHF 

Lifespan: 1 year

>99% Pesticides
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The most efficient and sustainable 
solution on the marketEVOdrink

Soft and healthy for  
maximum drinking pleasureEVOcharge

1
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This market-leading filter combines numerous patents and technologies to effectively and 
permanently remove all toxic substances. This makes it the only filter in the marketplace that does 
not develop germs thanks to our in-house technology. It does not use chemicals, UV light or ozone, 
as do competing products. Moreover, thanks to this technological innovation, it does not require 
wastewater or electricity. 

With this filter, you can enjoy clean water at all times, guaranteed 100% free of micro-plastics and 
perfectly suited for baby food.

The EVOcharge simulates around 15 to 20 kilometers of natural spring water travel. As a result, 
the water tastes softer and more digestible, as experienced in natural springs where the water is 
constantly in motion.

The patented rotation technology is state-of-the-art and has been tested several times in 
different laboratories. The corresponding effect on cell metabolism has been certified by 
renowned institutions. In this way, cell activity and cell hydration is increased by 46%.

Velvety, soft and digestible taste

Proven to hydrate twice as fast

Boosts the immune system

Brings out flavors in coffee and tea
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EVOdrink filtration

Micro-plastics, pesticides 
hormones & heavy metals

>99% Drug residues

The filter surface is 
equivalent to the 
size of 150 football 
fields.

The water is 
rotated at 2,000 
revolutions per 
minute.



The most important certifi-
cation for food, supplements 
and medicines in the USA.

The FDA (U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration) has confirmed 
that Evodrop systemes do 
not release any harmful 
substances into water.

Europe‘s highest safety 
certification for food contact 
materials.

The systems have been 
officially MOCA certified, 
confirming that no harmful 
substances or germs are 
introduced into the water 
through the EVOdrink.

SGS is the world‘s leading 
testing institute for water 
treatment systems.

SGS has officially certified that 
the EVOdrink has a filtration 
efficiency over 99% for heavy 
metals, bacteria, viruses, 
micro-plastics, drug residues, 
chlorine and pesticides.

Sustainable and 
evironmentally 
friendly

Water filter 
specialist of the year

Recommended by 
gourmet chefs

Highest quality standards

Awarded  
quality product

Evodrop AG  |  8001 Zürich

Tested &  
certified

Numerous  
awards


